The Angela Roll-up Pencil Case is a cute and adorable project created to carry all your pens, pencils and more! A great project for enthusiasts and beginners of sewing, the Angela Roll-up Pencil Case is great for organizing all your colored pencils in orderly fashion. The project is created for men, women and children alike! It not only is a great for your own use but a great gift for anyone! A wonderful project for anyone looking for a fantastic pouch, start the Angela Pouches today!
ANGELA ROLL-UP PENCIL CASE

OPENED SIZE: 10 1/2” WIDTH X 8 1/4” HEIGHT
CLOSED SIZE: 3” WIDTH X 8 1/4” HEIGHT X 3” DEPTH

The Angela Roll-up Pencil Case is a cute and adorable project created to carry all your pens, pencils and more! A great project for starters and beginners of sewing, the Angela Roll-up Pencil Case is great for organizing all your colored pencils in orderly fashion. The project is created for men, women, and children alike! It not only is a great for your own use but also a great gift for anyone! A wonderful project for anyone looking for a fantastic pouch, start the Angela Pouches today! Designers’s Review

MATERIAL LIST

FABRIC
44” wide linen cotton, home decorator, quilting weight cotton, leather
(1) Fat quarter for exterior
(1) Fat quarter for lining

INTERFACING
(1/4) Yard of 44” wide medium weight fusible interfacing

OTHERS
(1) Yard of 5mm flat leather cord
(1) Spool of coordinating thread

TOOL LIST
Ruler, Scissors, Chalk Pencil, Pencil, Sewing Machine, Pins, Needle, Shape Tool

* All seam allowances are 3/8”
unless specified otherwise
* All units are in inches.
* No seam allowance is needed for the interfacing
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